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Every week this summer, The Reckoner will be releasing a short
Summertime Edition. These mini-editions will feature new content from
the members of the Tenth Guard, contributions from the executive team
of the Eleventh Guard, and information on how you can be a part of The
Reckoner. Hey, I know what we're gonna do today!

A new Summertime Edition will be published on our website every
Monday. Read them all here: thereckoner.ca/category/summer-content/.

of Marc Garneau C.I.

Photography Board presents...
Day and Night by Bill Yan

Life Board presents...
Penmanship Growing Pains by Maggie Pang 
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I have never had good handwriting. It started with painfully average squiggles
and swirls in kindergarten and only got progressively worse. 

When I was younger, my parents tried to remedy this disappointing deficiency
by sending me to drawing classes. Every Wednesday, we pulled up to that
driveway, and I would be sent off to the basement where classes were held—a
basement that smelled particularly strongly of eraser rubber. There were two
rooms, both of which had all 6 sides painted a white that screamed “basement”. 

“Hold the pencil properly! Didn’t you learn this in drawing class?”

I drew the most hellish-looking blobs and wrote the most alien-looking letters. 

Incensed by the idea that it was of utmost importance to have good
handwriting, or at least, consistent handwriting, I tried many different fonts
over the years.

The biggest highlight would have to be that one time in grade three I decided it
would be a good idea to align the letters such that the ‘e’s, ‘v’s, etc., were nearly
nonexistent, and the ‘h’s, ‘g’s, etc., were so tall as to be indistinguishable. I made
sure to point out my new handwriting to my teacher, who politely called it
“très appropriée pour l’Halloween.” For that one, I blame the monstrous line
spaces.

First runner-up goes to my middle school wannabe-neat handwriting, of
course. The holy grail, the most desirable of handwritings, achieved when your
letters look like they were typed from a computer and are conveniently round
and well-spaced enough to fit no more than ten words on one line. In order to
produce such aesthetically pleasing writing, one is required to channel the
patience and restraint to carefully draw each elegant curve, each line of perfect
length. To prevent comically cumbersome capitals, it is imperative to ensure
that each letter does not become progressively more squished. Like mine
eventually did.
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Penmanship Growing Pains
Maggie Pang
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The Life Board consists of writers and illustrators who produce interesting pieces of
personal expression. The board is primarily concerned with written and visual work
(both creative and critical), as well as informative pieces about events in the city and
around the world to stimulate readers' cultural and artistic interests. Stories, articles,
poems, paintings, and more—this board is home to all manner of artistry. The Life
Board requires a minimum commitment of one published piece per month, in addition
to participation in monthly meetings. More information on how to apply to be part of
the Life Board will be available in late August.

The Photography Board requires photographers (and possibly videographers) to
regularly be on call to work in partnership with the News and Editorial boards. You
may be involved in taking photos in the community for local news events. More
information on how to apply to be part of the Photography Board will be available in
late August.
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Perhaps somewhere in a suburban backyard, a former teacher of mine is
mourning the fact that it appears that I am simply ordering these from first to
last. Where’s the suspense? But worry not, this last one truly transcends all
titles: it is a highlight so bright that in Las Vegas, people would complain that it
was hurting their eyes. Indeed, I should probably reconsider its status as a
mere “handwriting”—like many other things that bring much pain, I will give it a
name. Wave. As the name suggests, it consists of a sine wave with the
occasional deviation to represent, I suppose, some letter I am now incapable of
naming.

All these disasters seem so distant and unimaginable now that so much time
has passed. I sweated rivers as I climbed through mountainous letters, cursed
my unstable hands with my back against the door of the Neat Handwriting
Club, and passed off strange waves as handwriting. After such a long and
strenuous journey, I am hereby required to provide some closure or some wise,
heartwarming comment about how much I learned.

Readers of the Reckoner, I am proud to say that I have now graduated from
“illegible handwriting” to “even more illegible but, hey, I can sometimes draw
straight lines”.



Thanks for reading!
We can't wait for you to read next week's
release, which will come out on Monday,
August 23rd. See you then!

Follow us on our Instagram, @mgci.reckoner,
to stay updated.
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